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CHAPTER 1

FIO ENGINE MAINTENANCE

The turbine engine is often the single most ex-

pensive subsystem of a jet aircraft. A 1980 study by the

General Accounting Office (GAO) estimates that afterburning

engines in attack and fighter aircraft account for thirty

percent of the aircraft life cycle cost, and the fuel they

consume accounts for another ten percent (10:7). The

present Air Force engine inventory includes about 23,000

engines, representing a $13 billion investment and more

than $700 million per year in operations and support costs

(37).
The FIO0 Engine

The most complex and expensive of these engines is

the FI00 twin-spool, augmented turbofan, shown in Figure 1.

-'- It is the original power plant for the F-15 and F-16 air-

craft. The FIO is designed to include the five separable

modules of Figure 1(a). These are inlet/fan, core engine,

fan drive turbine, augmentor/nozzle, and gearbox. Lifetimes

for each engine and its modules are separately tracked,

since they have different life characteristics. Figure

1(b) shows the engine arrangement. Inlet air is compressed

by the fan, then passes through the core engine, where it is

compressed, burned, and deflects through a turbine which

*.
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drives the core compressor. The exhaust then exits through

the fan drive turbine, augmentor, and variable nozzle.

Components of other engine subsystems can be seen on the

engine exterior. These include controls for fuel and air-

flow, gearbox and lubrication, fuel delivery and electrical

power/ignition. With the augmentor in operation, the 3000

pound F100 produces 23,Ooo+pounds of thrust at sea level.

FIQO Engine Costs

These engine capabilities have not been cheap to

acquire and support. F100 acquisition cost has averaged

about $2 million per engine. But continuing operations

and support costs for the FIQO have exceeded 2400 dollars

per flying hour since 1979 (37, 38), surpassing acquisition

costs in less than 850 flying hours. At present flying

rates, this is about $400 million dollars per year, eighty

percent of it in spare (replacement) engines, modules, and

parts.

* The FIQO also has significant readiness impact.

Based on 1979-82 Air Force data studies in this project,

the F100 accounted for about eight percent of total F-15

aircraft down hours and one million base maintenance labor

hours per year (including inspections). With cost and

readiness impacts of this magnitude, small percentage imn-

provements could have large benefit, Consequently, many

ways have been explored to improve the cost-effectiveness

3



of FIO preventive maintenance.

0 FIO Preventive Maintenance Requirements

-' Engine design and test methods, actuarial analysis,

age exploration, reliability centered maintenance (RCM),

and cost modeling have all played a part in defining pre-
S.

ventive inspection and replacement policies for the FiO

engine.

Engine Design and Test Methods

Through the first several years of engine deploy-

ment, the engine design and usage may change rapidly,

requiring frequent revision of maintenance policies. The

drivers of preventive maintenance requirements during this

phase are engine structural life properties and the mission

profile, as developed and verified in the Engine Structural

Integrity Program (ENSIP). The ENSIP program provides

information on expected life properties of the major engine

parts, and identifies the parts requiring safety age limits

(6:1). These are usually set based on a three-sigma

(99.9 percent) probability of survival, or a maximum

acceptable mishap risk per 100,000 flying hours. ENSIP

provides the initial coefficients which relate component

life to its operating time, start/stop cycles, and low

cycle fatique (LCF cycles). The engineering analyses which

identify life properties and failure criteria include the

Reliability Analysis (MIL-STD-785), Maintainability Analysis

%4
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(MIL-STD-471), System Safety and Hazard Analysis (55HA,

MIL-STD-882), and Failure'Modes, Effects and Criticality

Analysis (FNECA, MIL-STD-1629). These analyses are updated

based on accelerated life test data. Combined with prior

experience on similar engines, the ENSIP data base is used

to define the initial preventive maintenance program.

Early feedback on engine failure distributions and modes is

provided by inspection programs and service reports (SRs)

on operational problems. Changes in preventive maintenance

and design are made with safety as the priority (38:viii).

After several years, the data base accumulates and

begins to stabilize. More consistent reliability pro-

perties emerge for the engine parts, enabling a more

statistical approach to analysis.

Actuarial Analysis

*Nowlan and Heap (24:453) define actuarial analysis

as 'statistical analysis of failure data to determine the

age-reliability characteristics of an item'. Its primary

use is to establish overall age limits for complex systems.

This is useful only where a large proportion survive to an

age at which the conditional probability of failure (i.e.

failure rate), increases rapidly. An age limit is usually

determined by plotting failure ages in frequency distri-

butions, based on maintenance data or a large number of

life tests. These enable an avproximation to the conditional

5



probability of failure and probability of survival to a

given age. Based on this, an age limit can be set, to

remove the item when it is degraded but before it fails

completely.

Actuarial analysis has significant limitations,

some of them described by Nowlan and Heap (24:390-419).

Age-reliability relations are altered by unfailed parts

and mixed design configurations. Actuarial analysis for

smaller components usually involves special data collection

which is expensive. Nowlan and Heap also mention that

changing design and usage of a system may cause a mix of

age-reliability properties over the time span of data

collection (24:395). In the case of serious, costly fail-

ures, collecting a sample of adequate size if often un-

desirable (24:391). For other components, an age limit

may not be cost effective.

Nevertheless, actuarial analysis is extensively

used for Air Force engines. For the F'iO0 engine, it is

used to track removal ages for the FIO engine and each of

its modules, as described in AFI' 400-i, volume II. Removal

ages and reasons are tracked in the D042 Comprehensive

Engine Management System (CE.IS). Removal ages are graphed

in frequency distributions for 200 hour age intervals, line

that shown in figure 2(b), and are used to estimate actu-

arial engine life (AZL). This is data reviewed annually by

6



the Engine Life Planning Board (ELPB) to set maximum

operating hour (:40H) limits for F100 engines and modules.

,.OH determination is based on judgement, considering

safety, readiness, cost, inventory, and other logistic

objectives (18).

Age Exploration

Age exploration is defined in IIL-HDBK-266 as

* "the process of collecting and analyzing information from

in-service equipment to determine the reliability character-

-" istics of each item under actual operating conditions"

(26:5). This is described by Nowlan and Heap as consisting

of two activities (1) detection of reliability degradation

and new failure modes, and (2) special data collection to

evaluate applicability and effectiveness of maintenance

tasks (24:23). Applicability of a task depends on failure

*properties of the item. Age limits are applicable where

5the failure rate increases with age. Effectiveness of a

preventive maintenance task is evaluated in terms of the

failure consequences (i.e. costs) which it prevents (24:36).

These consequences are most often distinguished as safety,

-0* operational, and economic (a).

* owlan and Heap describe actuarial analysis as one

technique often used to-determine age-reliability rela-

tionskips (24:390-5). Figure 2(b) shows one way they

suggest of plotting failure mode conditional probabilities

7
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(24:125). Increasing failure rate (IFR) modes can be

remedied by design changes or replacement of the couaponent

in a state of potential failure (reduced failure resistance)

before it has failed functionally (24:31).

This approach may be impractical where the part has

a long life relative to the system, and is made more

difficult by continued design changes which may invalidate

previous data (32:56). Resnikoff notes that for such

cases, age-reliability properties must be estimated from

relevant experience, design analysis, and accelerated

testing. The Air Force has used programs such as Lead

the Fleet (LTF) and accelerated mission testing (A-'T) to

accelerate the process of age-reliability exploration for

engines (19:2). For the FO0, this program is designated

'Pacer Century'.

The other a e exploration activity is determining

task cost-effectiveness. One typical method is to plot

*a measure of component support cost versus the length T of

the inspection/test or replacement interval (24:395). fhe

cost relationship could be estimated and a minimum identi-

fied - given enough points on the curve, gathered at the

stme time. The variation of interval lengths which is

necessary to do this involves costs of holding several

*different policies at once or changing them. Data may be

invalidated by design or usage changes. These factors are

, 8
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in addition to uncertainties which may already exist in

cost data and measurement of engine operating time rather

then actual component age. Figure 3 illustrates how given

these uncertainties and a sparse plot, the cost-interval

relationship is far from certain.

C(T) is the sum of failure, repair, and preventive

replacement costs. This indicates C(T) will be dependent

on reliability, safety risk, and repair cost distributions

and will rarely be first order continuous. Thus, the

C(T) - T plot is only a projection of the actual cost

relationship, which cannot reliably show extrema, or prove

continuity.

Although actuarial-type plots of task cost-effect-

iveness are of questionable value, the C(T) - T relation

can in some cases be approximated as a continuous distri-

bution related to the item reliability function and known

cost parameters. Barlow and Proschan provide an example

of this for minimizing long run total cost (3:91-95).

Reliability Centered Maintenanco (RC:.)

The Air Force RCM program is described in regula-

tion AFLC/AFSC 66-35. It defines the objective of RC:, as

to make sure the equipment is in good working condition

through prescription of scheduled maintenance only as

required to preserve safety and reliability of the systeni.

"'he .3C* program defines preventive maintenance requirenents

9
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as part of.the overall maintenance plan analysis, wnici,

in turn, is a subelement of Logistic Support Analysis

I (LSA, MIL-OTD-1388), in support of the Integrated To-is-

tic Support (ILS) program. ?C.1 includes a Failure .odes,

Effects and Criticality Analysis (F:KECA, >iL-STD-1629),

a decision logic process to select components, selection

of maintenance strategy and specific tasks for the system

and an interval analysis (15:2).

RC4 analysis procedures are described in >1IL-R-

5096D, Inspection System Reguirements, where the RC*.

objective is stated as being, "to prevent the deteriora-

.o tion of the inherent levels of reliability and operating

safety of the equipment (25:1)." .1IL-R-5096D lists the

following six steps for the analysis of turbine engines..| (25:1i):

1. Maintenance Significant Items (>'SIs) are

identified, and functionally described. This generally

includes several hundred items for an engine, at levels

of module/system, assembly/line replaceable unit (L2U),

and shop replaceable units (SRU).

2. Items and failure modes having safety ipacts

are identified in a Subsystem Safety and azard Analysis

(SSHA).

3. The FKECA is performed to identify failure modes,

effects, symptoms, consequences and means of detection.

ii
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-4. As part of the FAELCA, a criticality rarA'in, ic

computed for each V'SI. It is based on failure mode con-

sequences, failure mode proportions in the item failure,

and criticality of the item's failure.

5. Applicable tasks and their effectivencss are

determined, using RCIM decision logic.

S6. Task intervals are identified by setting de-

fault intervals, which are gradually extended based on age

exploration.

The first four steps are usually accomplished in

the F:3CA. The RC1' decision logic presently used in i L- ,-

5096D is shown in Figure 4. It is based on the logic

structure published by the second FAA/airline maintenance

steering group (i1SG-2) in 1970 (22). Three questions must

be answered for each failure mode:

1. Is a reduction in failure resistance detectable

by routine monitoring of the flight crew?

2. Is a reduction in failure resistance detectable

by on site maintenance crews or unit testing?

3. Does the failure mode have a direct adverse

safety effect?

The fourth question asks if the item function is

hidden, and the fifth if there is an adverse relationship= ±,

between age and reliability, i.e. increasing failure race

12
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(IFR).

These questions lead to selection of one or 4lore

- tasks from the applicable tasks which are identified, and

the most cost effective option is selected. The general

task types which are possible include on-condition (in-

spection), rework (overhaul) or discard at some interval,

incpection for a hidden failure, redesign, or no task at

all (condition-monitoring). A revised decision logic

issued as USG-3 includes essentially the same questions,

but leads from failure consequences to tasks (23).

Task interval determination is a necessary part of

the RC. plan, but is not included in the decision logic
(15:7). AFLC/AFSCR 66-35 and iIL-R-5096D describe interval

determination only in general terms, as a process of

setting initial conservative intervals which are gradually

expanded through an age exploration process.

The FIOO RC-i analysis (12) considered more than six

hundred components at engine, module/system, assembly, L.RU,

- and SRU level. Preventive maintenance requirements wcre

established for approximately 250 items, including seventy

with replacement limits stated in terms of maximum opera-

ting hours (MOH) or low cycle fatigue (LCF) cycles (function

of start/stop and turbine temperature cycles).

The stated objective of the requirements so defined

is to result in a scheduled maintenance p (an ) of

14
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maintenance tasks resulting in "minimum maintenance costs

without adversely impacting safety, readiness, or relia-

bility" [12.2:1].

The analysis procedures include thiz description of

interval determination:

The inspection interval for effective on-
condition and hard time tasks is developed
using field data, when sufficient, to pro-
vide clear definition of failure rates.
Task intervals so determined are placed at
the nearest existing aircraft-related inter-
val whenever possible so as not to impose
engine-peculiar inspection intervals. [12.2].

The FIO0 RCi' analysis report contains interval

recommendation changes to the existing preventive maintenance

program.

The Air Force RCE program has emphasized definition

of on-aircraft preventive maintenance requirements, pri-

marily for LRU-level components. However, engines present

a quite different analysis problem since there are five

levels of parts and three repair levels at which prevent-

ive maintenance may occur. This results in optimal

preventive maintenance requirements which are more inter-

dependent with engine and module removal patterns and level

of repair analysis.

The implementation of RC:. for the F1O0 requires

detailed failure information. Integration of the numerous

data sources into one engine data bank is one objective of

,-.-'. .-; .%-. .. i- ,- -.-- - -.-. .-.- i -"'" • . . , i ..f .. .. . 2 .. ;" ,
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-. the D042 Comprehensive Engine ..anagement Syste-i (C;- )

(27:2). A basic problem in data collection is that the

component age is not usually the same as operating hours

on the engine (32:18).

As for quantitative evaluation of RCI benefits

only one study was found. Singpurwalla and Talbott re-

ported on maintenance data for the C-141 before and after

R: . implementation. They state:

"Although management had expected a decrease
in scheduled maintenance activity (with no
change in unscheduled maintenance activity) and

-. an increase in availability, there is no evi-
dence of any such RC benefits." [32:15]

Cost MIodeling

Several computer simulation models have been de-

veloped to investigate the economics of allowing a range

of replacement times around a set age limit, known as

opportunistic replacement. These include models of FIO0

engine module replacement by Forbes and Vyatt in 1976 (9)

. and Duval and Goetz in 1978 (8). 17adden and "rillia-,,son

(21) developed a multi-levelmontecarlo simulation known as

Operations and iiaintenance Engine Simulator (O>B.... This

model is in use by Air Force Logistics Co~mmand (AFLC) to

forecast repair demands and costs for life li.ited (ace-

replacement) parts in a mature engine. All three of these

models used long-run average dollar cost as the objective.

Iach one was used to optimize the allowable range of

16
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removal times (window) around the age replacement limit,

but did not address opti.,zization of the basic ae lir-it

for the module or part.

Problem

- Current actuarial methods of interval deterrmination

bear no direct relationship to a management objective, i.e.

minimum cost or maximum availability. On the other hand,

age exploration can take considerable tiie and ,.ay not

produce optimal answers. Ineffective interval deter,1 ina-

tion is especially costly in the case of parts replacement.

This may be a significant factor in the absence of veri-

fiable RCi*. benefits. Bergmann (6) has proposed a graphic

interval determination technique, but it has not been used

or studied for Air Force jet engines.

Research Objectives

The objective of this research project is to de-

monstrate a procedure, practical considerations, and

potential benefits of an interval determination technique

for the FiO engine. This leads to three basic research

questions:

1. '.hat is a practical method for interval deter-

mination which can use existing information?

2. 71hat practical considerations are involved in

use of this method?

°3. W'hat cost reductions or readiness i.-proveent

17
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would be expected for each component?

Research Strategy

The Bergmann graphic technique enables determnina-

tion of optimum replacement intervals, for simple two-

state, independent components. These assumptions are

reasonable for many engine accessories and small parts.

The primary data requirements are for age-at-failure

records and data to establish costs of failure and pre-

ventive replacement. Several FIO0 components were chosen

to provide a case study. The are-at-failure data, failure

modes, and narrative for many failures are available from

the FIO0 SR data file. The data can be directly used in

the Bergmann technique, and also characterized by failure

distribution as a cross-check. Costs of failure and

replacement can be estimated based on part cost, the SR

failure records, and safety, availability, and maintenance

events accountable to the component. The basic value of

the graphic method could be assessed by comparing the

results for different objectives, failure distributions,

and costs. A case study is used to illustrate a practical

usable procedure for determining replacement intervals, in

addition to showing its potential value as a standard

analysis tool.

Sequence of Presentation

The remainder of this report includes a review of

18
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literature in chapter two, description of the methodology

in chapter three, summary of data collection, analybis,

and results in chapter four, and conclusions and recomr:en-

dations in chapter five. The recommendations include

replacement intervals for each of the components, poten-

tial use of the graphic method, and areas which may be

worth further study.

p..

"."
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C:APTIR I I

LITERATURE REVIE,.

A maintenance strategy is a set of control actions

(tasks and decision rule) which are performed to restore

the performance of a system (11:24-25). This chapter

summarizes some major ideas in preventive maintenance

strategies, their use in engines, and specific topics to

support the methodology.

Preventive i.aintenance Strategies

Simple-systern and complex-system models represent

two basic perspectives on preventive maintenance strategy.

The simple system perspective assumes component failure

properties and interrelationships (if any) can be defined

if not fully known (28:56). in contrast, the complex

system perspective views the system as a diverse set of

components in many intermediate states and relations,

which cannot be individually known (28:56-57). The

simple system involves definable state changes described

in terms of failure and renewal, whereas the complex system.;

state is not determinate.

SimDle System Strategies

The basic case of a simple system is that of a

single, independent element which is either good or failed.

Talbott (33:1-2) describes four possible strategy options

20
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for this system, based on two kinds of infori:'ation -ac

and condition. The first is ae replacement, the replace-

ment or repair of the component to new condition at failure

or some age limit T, whichever occurs first. The failure

(condition) must be evident, hence both age and condition

information are required. The second strategy is block

replacement, where all components of a population are

replaced at failure for fixed intervals of T, regardless

of age. Failure must be evident, but it is not necessary

to track age. The only uncertainty for these replacement

strategies is the item's life. If the item's condition

is unknown except by inspection, then both the item's life

and condition are unknown. A third strategy, for these

circumstances, is periodic inspection at every interval T

units of age, with replacement of failures which are dis-

covered. The fourth strategy is blind replacement, re-

placement every T units of time without inspection. 2his is

useful only if the item condition is unknown and the cost

of replacement is less than the cost of inspection.

Barlow and Proschan (2) describe two other signi-

ficant simple system strategies. The first is periodic

inspection to minimize the cost until failure detection

(2:1O-10). This might also be referred to as condition

monitoring. Pailure is known only through the insnection;/

test, and the testing does not affect the syste;. -ach

2 1



check incurs a fixed cost, and ti.,e elapsed betwjeen oyste .

failure and the next check (or a 'I iss' ) incurs so;:Me

greater fixed cost. 'L'e second strategy is opportunistic

replacezent, of one part in a group of condition-::oni-ored

components (2:117-13). The parts are assurIed to be in

series and have independent failure distributions. "he

state of the monitored part A is known, but stace of the

opportunistically replaced part B is not known. Dynazic

programming can be used to define a policy (n,.) with three

possible actions: a) if part A fails with the age of part

B between 0 and n, replace part A only; b) if part A fails

when part B is between age n and :, replace both parts A

and B; and c) if part A has not yet failed when the a-e

of part 3 is I-, replace only part B.

These are co;monly seen simple-systemn strategies

used for lower level components such as engine L.oUs

Commox Syste-m Strategies

A macro level perspective on complex system .iain-

tenance is described by Resnikoff (23) e deals with the

case where coLipoonents' failure properties, states, and

relations cannot be described or idealized practicaly

(28:57). The set of strategies to be used is determined

. in three steps. These are (1) The syste+m is partitione.d

into ,.iaxii.1ally independent sets with respect to failure

consequences; (2) expressions are developed for the costs

22
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of maintenance and consequences of failure, and ()t'e

total support cost function is mii.ized iteratively by

repeated selection of a policy option which offers tnc

greatest marginal cost reduction (28:61). - oesnioff cie-

* scribes the principle options as redesign, maintenance

aanagerient improvements which affect only costs, and usage/

4. maintenancp uolicy alterations which affect both total cost

and failure properties of the component (23:71). 'ihis

third group of options includes revision of task intervals.

This macro-approach to defining maintenance strat-

egy can be geometrically described as seeking a local

maximum rate of descent on a surface which represents total

system cost (28:73)• Such a concept is the theoretical

basis claimed for Reliability Centered M1.aintenance (28:

59-74).

The RC.: approach is thus one of incremental opti'..i-

zation. In theory, it requires minimum information on

component failure modes and distributions (28:58). 3ut in

. practice, such information is needed anyway (32:19). i'irst

the incremental basis of .CI is of little help in establish-

ing or re-evaluating the overall interval baselines in a

maintenance program. Instead, default intervals are set

(15:7). The Air Force regulation on PC" specifically

excludes interval determination from the formal 2C.. analysis,

the point at which applicability and cost effectiveness of

* '23
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tasks is evaluated (5:7). However, as -.entioned treviously,

evaluation of task applicabilit" y and effectiveness reuires

age-at-failure and cost data in some form. This is data

of the same type needed to evaluate simple system ztrategies

as well.

The RC., approach emphasizes a complex syste...

strategy thereby excluding task interval as a specific

variable. Conversely, the simple system approach could

center on determination of the interval for a specific

strategy.

"IO0 i-:aintenance Strategies

FI0 maintenance strategies are prescribed in wor:

packages for scheduled, unscheduled, and conditional main-

tenance, for both base level and depot. These establish

inspection and test requirements for the engine, modules,

TUs, and lower level parts.

The strategies used include each of those described

for simplc systems, except blind replacement. There are

also conditional tasks required upon occurrence of soy:me

event. The engine has no age limit (.,OT) as a whole.

However, three of tie modules have are limits. Thirty two

lower-level parts are time-.li.ited, arother fifty-si..--

structural and rotating parts have L2T. .i..,,i'Lis. hcse

'life limits' are a for,. of so relace.ent. -he 2J-> -

engine inte..mediate maintenance 2anual isc ,'_'"cssz ...

24
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orortunistic renlace nent require .enis for less nccoz

* engine rarts, and other conditional replaccr:oents, Uo neone

upon occurrence of certain engine proble.ms or events.

There are also inspection/test require:nents, *VShcS

include strategies of condition monitoring, bloc: reolace-

ment, periodic inspection, opportunistic inspection, and

conditional inspection. Condition monitoring for the "100

includes both crew observation of engine and aircraft fault

indications, and routine pre/post/thru flight inspecticns

listed in the 1F-15-6 and IF-16-6 technical orders (I.1.s)

which list scheduled maintenance requirements. These

routine checks include inspections of engine inlet, Lener-

ator connectors, and taking oil samples. Periodic inspec-

tion requirements are also listed in the aircraft -6 i.u.s.

These include 'periodic' inspections of specific parts at

intervals of 100 to 1500 hours, and phase inspections at

1000 to 4000 hours. During phase inspection, the engine

and aircraft are disassembled and inspected where pre-

scribed, with parts replaced if failed (i.e. out of condition

limits). This corresponds to a block replacement strategy.

The aircraft -6 T.0. also contains another section lit - ..

secial inspection requirements. These include opzortun-

istic inspections where other maintenance provides accoc,

ann conditional inspections required unon occurre.-.cc

so.:.e engine problem or maintenance action. IrOr e::.- ,

25



there are forty inspection tass rejuired at every engine

removel. 0ther siar equ ir ee..ets are givcr. _n e en-'i.e

depot maintenance (2J-7100-3), interm-,ediate maintenance

(2J-FIO0-6), conditional maintenance (2J-FiO2-2) and re-

pair work package (2J-100-.I7-x2:) technical manuals.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, many of these require-

ments were affected by RC', analysis. However, its scope

is limited to scheduled preventive maintenance. This

includes primarily the age replacement, block replace.:ent,

periodic inspection requirements, and condition monitoring

inspections. Agc replacement is used for the carts whose

failure is most critical, hence it was chosen as the focus

of this case study. Limitations of time and size of this

project precluded a study of interval determination tech-

niaues for the block reolacemient or periodic inspec tion

models, the only others defined using a task interval.

Age ?eplacement y;odel

A general form of the age replacement model for a

sim"le, two-state system is given by Barlow and Proschman

for a single, independent component which is either good

or failed (2:85-9). ey describe a strategy of repair

or replace to new condition at age T or failure, whichever

occurs first, with an objective of minimum lon run cost.

..h.e failure distribution F(T) anj its coim:ple'-.ent )a

assuaged to be continuous and hnown wit ccrtaint.

26



expected costs C of failure and of prevent;ivc roc-c-

:r.ent are also known. A repair cycle is colnIeted every

time that a failure/repa-ir or age replace:.,ent occurs. in'?s

cost per operating hour is the ratio of expected cos cer

cycle to expected length of the cycle. ILIs can be ztatea

as

CC. F(T) + C2 F(T) expected costC(T) 1 2
"T (t)dt expected cycle length

0

Barlow and Proschan show that the optimun interval

T* occurs when the deriviative of this expression is zero,

therefore

f(T*) F(t)dt - ?(T*)

F(T*) Cl-C 2

where f(T) is the failure rate. This will exist :hen

0(T)

C2<C 1 and when F is an increasing failure rat (--)

distribution (2:87). This model is usable for whatever

cost objectives are chosen.

Bergmann (6) describes a technique of determinin ,-

the age replacement interval T* by using a total tie o.
test (TTT) plot. Given data on n independent ages at

fai lure, the total time on tEs, throu:2
failure ( '/ 2  -...t:) ,

ith failure time Ti (Xi) can be calculated from

Ti(xi) = : (n-i i)( i-

27
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were j is the moving index. "able 1 shows an exa-.pie of

calculations for a TTT Dlot. The ratio U i(Xi ) is

n
the proportion of samples' total tille on test through t.c

ith failure for a sample of size . This is plotted versus

i/i. to create the TTT plot. The 45 line is characteristic

of an exponential failure distribution. Aconcave plot

indicates an IF2 failure distribution, and a convex plot

indicates a decreasing failure rate (DFR) distribution.

3ergmann shows how the optimal interval T* can be

determined by constructing a tangent to the TTT plot from

the point - C2 on the horizontal plot axis. The value
1I- 2

of U* and i/U* at the tangent point corresponds with a

value T* in the sample. This is the point where U ii(X)
Tn (X)

is as large as possible and C + i/n is as small as possible.

Thus relative costs can be compared using the ratio

(C+i/n)/Ui, cost per unit operating time. Figure 7 shows

interval determination for the plot of figure 6, using cost

values of C1 =,20, C2= .10, and 2 = 1.0. The ratio
2C I-C 2

| 02

CIC2 represents a standard cost, which is non-dimensional.

Fence, costs can be expressed in dollars. down time, or

whatever combination is appropriate (3:35).

This graphic technique does have practical

28
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Slimitations in how well it models the actual co:,:poncnt.

,.hen actual data is used, sample size, removals of uilfaieed

parts early (withdrawals), and truncation by removal at

an age limit can seriously affect the result.

Barlow and Proschan (2) discuss methods of analy-

zing incomplete data which can be applied in empirical use

of TTT plots. As the sample size increases, the underlying

failure distribution converges to that of the population

(2:451). Figure 7 shows TTT transforms of four basic

reliability distributions for a range of parar.eter values.

- The sensitivity of TTT plots in reflecting the underlying

failure distribution is useful in the case of truncated

data. Barlow and Proschan suggest that for a sample of

size n truncated at item m, a TTT plot of U T i(1= ) versus

i/m will indicate the underlying distribution.

Barlow and Proschan describe tests which can be

used to aid in identifying the failure distribution from

truncated (censored) data. The presence of an exponential

distribution can be discerned by a 'crossing' test (2:465).

if F is exponential and n is the number of failures, the

probability of the TTT plot lying entirely above the 45 o

line or entirely below the 45 o line is I/n. 3ased on this,

probabilities of crossings above and below in the T-'1 plot

can be estimated. "he presence of an i.JT-I model can be

32
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confirmed where the TTT plot lies completely above the L5 0

line, at a confidence level of i/n (2:469). The DF?

distribution is present when the converse occurs. Atrother

suggested test for ITT. and DFR is total area between the

TTT plot and the 450 line, compared against a tabulated

statistic (2:470). Barlow and Proschan show that the

scaled TTT plot from a truncated sample will always stoch-

astically dominate (be farther from exponential) than plots

of the same sample size from complete data. Figure 8 shows

an example comparison given by Barlow andProschan (2:472).

Another case is that of withdrawals, where some

components are removed before failure at various ages.

Barlow and Proschan suggest piecewise linear approximation

of failure rates over incensored intervals (3:473).

Another consideration is of TTT plots from two

samples. This may be useful in comparing results from

actual data versus an estimated distribution, co..pa.-ing

one year to the next for a component, or testing age sam-

ples from two different operating locations. 3arlow and

Proschan note that for a control group of size n and sample

group of size m, the probability is i/n that the T'T plot of

. either will lie completely above the other, -iven the

distributions are equal and continuous (2:475).

The cases of truncation or withdrawals in the data

can also be dealt with by graphic estimation of an

34
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underlying distribution, and plottin- of zhe -T: Lransfor::.

for the full saimple size. 3arlow and Proschan provide a

review of failure zrocesses, and the eoibull, normal,
'V

lognor:mIal, and ga..,,a distributions (3:9-44). 7aC provides

a summary-plotting and interpretation techniques for each

of these distributions (20:12-17).

Jhile the model here considers the si-rnile cor:.ponent

as having one failure distribution, it really is a compos-

ite of failure mode distributions. 3azovsky discusses

chance and wearout/aging, emphasizing the relation of com-

ponent strength and stress levels (5:53-95).

The basic tests to check the curve fits are the

-olmogorov-Smirnov test, based on maximum deviation of a

sample point fro the curve fit, and the chi-square test,

based on the sum of squared deviations of data from the

curve fit. Another tool which also uses the sur,-of-

squared deviations is the F test. It can be used in two

sample tests, for example, to find if differences due to
S"

design change or operating location are significant based

on su.i-sauared deviations. Each of these techniquec is

reviewed by Amstadter (1:50-90). U e sug-ests that a

Lum of 10 failures are needed to estimate a !eibull

distribution without prior inforniation.

[- .



Costs and Effectiveness

The age replacement model requires infor:: ation to

establish the per-event costs C I of failure ana C 2 of re-

placement, and to measure the objective C(2). As used in

the Bergmann graphic model, the cost is a ratio C = C2
1 '

which is non dimensional. Thus, selection of cost ;:.easures

need only be appropriate to the objective.

Preventive :.aintenance Theory

Two basic perspectives appear most often in lit-

erature on models of preventive maintenance - use of dollar

cost or availability as cost measures. Barlow and i-roschan

suggest dollars, time, or some combination for use as costs

(3:84-85). i odels may also differ in the tiiime horizon

used, i.e. infinite (long run) or finite (short run).

Talbott describes a Radner Jorgenson blind replacemen to-

del, which expresses costs in down time and the objective

as observed availability, ratio of uptime to total time

over the renewal cycle (33:13). Gertsbakh describes !..odels

which minimize dollar cost or maximize availability (2:9-1]).

.ethods

Literature on Reliability Centered .>aintenance is

vague on this matter. The Air Force Regulation does no-

direct how objectives or costs will be ,easur ed, but sa ,

in use of the decision logic 'Avoid considerations t::aL

37



would corapromise safety, reliability, or econo.xy' (2':7).

There are ncriteria specified for this purpose. i.L-5,'V6i

provides instructions for use of the I C. decision loic,

and describes preservation of inherent reliability as tne

program objective (25:1). Selection of the tasks -.ihich

must be done because of safety operational or economic

value is based on yes/no answers to decision logic questions,

but no measures of safety/operational or economic value of

a task are proposed. In one statement, premature removal

rate is given as an example of a reliability measure.

The N4avy 7iIL-HDBK-266 on RC analysis suggests a

specific procedure for selecting cost-effective CI. t" s- s,

based on long-run applicability and effectiveness. :Appli-

cability is determined (yes/nc) based on the item failure

age distribution, and seine age where conditional probability

of failure shows a rapid increase (26:36). Task effect-

ivness is measured by its prevention of failure consequences,

identified as safety, hidden, operational, and economic.

For safety consequences, the measure used is an acceptable

risk of critical failure. For hidden failures, tire .X' of

multiple failure is used as a measure.

For operational and economic consequences, the

i.avy handbook suggests use of cost-benefit ratios (&:9s).

For purely economic consequences, costs of preventive
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maintenance C and corrective .aintenance C are co:..T;U'

based on labcr:

C : (§/times/year) (manhours/task)(labor cost/hour)
pil

X 1 (Tfailures prevented)(manhours/task) (labor cos;/

hour)

If the ratio Cr
'"  C

f.hr C is less than one, the task is
C
cm

considered cost-effective. For operational consequences,

the cost of failure is the sum of costs of lost operational

time C and costs of corrective maintenance C ci, where
p°op

Cop=(hours lost/failure)(J/failures) (acquisition cost
op life cycle op hours

opc op + Ccm

The cost benefit ratio is then CSR pm and the task
Copc

is considered effective when the ratio is less than one

(26: 4 0- 42).

Several aspects of the 7L-HDBK-266 approach have

implicit assumptions. First is an underlying assunption

that failure distributions are exponential (constant fai 'u_ re

rate) implied by use of the word 'failure rate' rather

than failure distribution. .-ovowever, the justification 'or

most tasks, particularly age replacement, is to prevent

consequences of items and failure modes whose failure

rates increase iith age. 'ithout knowledge of co:.c'nent

failure mode age distributions and their consequence

LO) 5
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distributions, esti ation of 'failures prevented' ::as" be

difficult. Secondly, the handbook's expressions for

costs of corrective and preventive raintenance are based

only on labor hours, so there also is an implicit assurmption

that nIaterial, engine life, or other costs arc not signi-

ficant.

R'eliability and Effectiveness Literature

Costs of preventive and corrective maintenance are

also discussed in reliability and system design literature.

Seiler (29:9-20) identifies the basic cost elements of

concern here as material, labor, and capital, and further

distinguishes costs as fixed/variable and short run/long

run. The material costs include not only the part, but

spares and power or fuel as well. For measuring the

objective C(T), he identifies two primaary options - a

simple ratio model and an indifference curve model. Seiler

distinguishes efficiency (maximum availability) and effect-dollar cost a

iveness (availability goal with constraints) as the two

basic orientations in objective and cost measureiment.

ielker (34:1-11) defines three criteria of effect-

iveness based on tirme measures. intrinsic availability is

the ratio of operating timie to the sum of operating tize

and repair ti.e Availability (observed) is the ratio of

operating ti:-e to the sum of operating and down tiL;.e.

40
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Operational readiness is the ratio of all good t:::e to

total calendar time.

Air Force ":anagement

Engine failures, repair, and preventive ,:.ainenance

costs are expressed in costs which reflect both the dollars

and availability perspectives. The statistics typically

compiled for theEngine Advisory Group (EAG) report include

air abort rate, class A/B/C mishap rates, premature re-

moval rate (PRR), or shop visit rate, SV2), percent of

engines not mission capable (E--'C), maintenance labor hours

per flight hour, inventory size, operating hours, dollar

costs of depot and intermediate maintenance, and the dollar

costs of fuel and spare engines and parts (37:250). These

costs are sometimes expressed in terms of equivalent en-

gines consumed (4:25). For engine components, an additional

parameter of use is the not-repairable-this-station (.? T)

rate, the proportion of components sent for depot overhaul.

To prioritize management attention, specific engine parts

or systems are ranked in accountability for .ishaps, aborts,

unscheduled removals, and manhours (37:18).

Air Force Data Collection

Air Force data collection for engines is centered

in the D042 (previously D024) Comprehensive Zngine .ana, e-

ment System (CZ:;S). This syste. currently provides recorus

"": 41



on engine and module fleet status, rei. oval ages and

reasons for.actuarial analysis, and tracking of accumulated

time and LCF cycles on parts having age limits (27). The D042

currently does not provide age at removal or failure modes

for engine components below module level. Studies of this

data point out inherent uncertainties because engine time

may not correspond to component age (32:18) and variation

in usage and individual components across the fleet is

considerable (35). Additional factors such as gaps in

reporting or malfunctions of time/cycle recorders lead to

additional uncertainty. Consequently, estimates of parts

life lost by early removal are difficult. The DO24/DO2

C L.Z engine data was studied by Green in 1981 (22). Le

noted that the reasons for removal recorded with engine

removals are symptoms which correlate neither with failure

modes or the maintenance actions reported in the maintenance

data collection program. One of the objectives in thie

D024 update to D042 CEiS has been to correlate engine

actions in D160, H051, D056, and D042 data collection

programs and provide valid failure modes and effects re-

cords for components (43:1). :owever, several studies

conclude that this possibility is limited by present

acquisition of-diagnostic information (32, 35).

•ventually, the CEIS3 is planned to interface witi,
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other Air Force data systems to provide an integrated

data base, adequate to track engine component failures,

modes, and effects (27:1). These other data sources

include the K05i system to provide component-accountable

down time and events, the D056 and 0098 systems which

compile manhours, aborts and failures/actions; and the

D160 component support cost system (CZCS) which provides

dollar cost accounting. The CSCS accounts for direct and

indirect material, labor, overhead, broken out by mainten-

ance levels (16). Regulation AFR 400-31, Volume IV describes

the specific algorithms and cost elements used. The basic

classification used in allocating costs to components is

a work unit code (WUC), which identifies the component and

its level. For example, 231"X indicates the engine,

*":: 23HXX indicates the fuel system for the F1O0, 23A indi-

* - cates fuel flow control system, and 23 HAD identifies the

main fuel pump.

The preceding review of engine maintenance strategy

indicates that simple-system types of maintenance strategies

correspond to the range of options used for engines and

their parts. Selection is based on the complex system approach

of RC:, analysis, but unresponsive, inefficient methods

of interval determination. Consequently, siprle-syste:.:

interval determination may complement the complex-systeC.

strategy selection of 1K'C, analysis, by enabling crenible,
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responsive interval determination.

For the most costly strategy of age replacement,

a-simple graphic model and solution method can rapidly be

used to determine intervals. This is a capability pre-

sently lacking in RCM. The graphic model requires age at

failure data to develop a Total Time on Test (TTT) plot,

and cost information to develop a standard cost value.

A review of cost and effectiveness measures in use indi-

cates that dollars and availability (down time, equipment

lost) are two primary measures, and engine component costs

can be expressed in those terms. The dominance of mater-

ial costs for engines indicates that the labor basis of RCi

cost-benefit analyses may be inappropriate in some cases.
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HC APT ER III

.iETHODOLOGY

This chapter describes the components selected for

*- this study and use of Bergmann's graphic method for deter-

mination of age replacement intervals. The emphasis is on

use of existing information, a practical manual analysis

method, and quick manual checks of the results. The

methiod may then be useful in a low-skill, limited data

* peacetime or wartime environment.

FIO0 Engine Components

Five FIOO/F-15 components were chosen as the

subjects for this study. The components which were selected

are the main fuel pump, 12 (core speed) hydromechanical

sensor, stator generator, convergent exhaust mozzle con-

trol (CEIIC), and the fuel oil cooler. Table 2 shows the

maintenance data vrork unit code (JUC), part nu;ibers, list

price, and current age limit for each part.

These coilponents each ranr high in number of ac-

tions, labor and parts costs, and represent a manageabLe

analysis problem. Each uses operating hours (not cycles)

S* .as the age parameter and has a distinct, relatively inde-

pendent function. The failure of each component is evident

(observable). Therefore, the basic requirements of tihe a,-

replacement model are satisfied.

5
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Figure 9 shows configuration of each com:iponent ard

its location on the engine. Each one is a line replace-

able unit (LRU) accessible on the installed F-15 engine.

lain Fuel Pump

The main fuel pump suoplies high pressure fuel to

the Unified Control for the core engine, boost pressure

fuel to the augmentor control, and continuous boost-pres-

sure fuel for hydraulic actuators.

The fuel pump has been a troublesome component for

maintenance. Over the period 1979-82, Air Force data

shows 3600 unscheduled events, 397 confirmed failures,

30 aborts, approximately 19 related mishaps, and 24 re-

lated engine removals. The fuel pump on the average

accounted for 1.14,. of engine-accountable down time., plus

-: inspections over 1979-1982. The consequences of failure

range from high/low fuel flow to complete engine flameout.

The major design changes have included addition of

servo fuel screens to prevent its internal jam.ing and

contamination (1979), strengthening of the vane sLage

impeller (1982), shaft coupling (1982), and improved

retention of an internal valve spring (1982).

"2 1Hydromechanical Sensor

The .-2 sensor transmits rotor speed of the hin

pressure coipressor/turbine shaft. It is located on the
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main fuel pump to inmprove accessibility for the

Unified Fuel Control (UFC).

The 2 sensor is one of the top 10 Fl100 parts

.i causing aircraft aborts, accounting for about 3.3,: of

FI0 caused aborts. During the period 1979-82, the .2

sensor was involved in 11 mishaps, 40 aborts, 2100 main-

tenance events, and had about 817 failures. Yfhen failed,

the i2 sensor may cause fuel leakage, engine instability,

or no throttle response. It provides a control signal

input, so its maintenance often involves engine re-tria.

The principle design changes include a durability

improvement (1979), followed by a new longer life design

(1980).

Stator Generator

The generator consists of a stator and permanent

magnetic rotor, mounted on the engine gearbox. It uses

the engine gearbox bearing and shaft to provide an engine

driven permanenit magnet type power source. The generator

provides power for ignition, spark, the electronic control

(C0) and control stepper motor and solenoid operation

* via the EEC.

* The stator generator is another top cause of aborts,

since shorts or loose connectors often cause instru:oent

and power fluctuations and loss of airstart capability.

* • * .*. **.*



In the period 1,79-32, thie stator generator accounred for

6 mishaps, 45 aborts, 17'0 .aintenance events, and naJ.

569 failures.

The main design changes have been incrove:: es :c

the connectors (1979) and durability (1982).

Convergent 'xhaust -ozzle Control (C3:C)

The CE>C positions the exhaust nozzle throat in

response to area signals from the unified control (Ulo).

The nozzle control is also a top 10 abort cause,

accountable for 3.5; of F100-caused F-15 aborts. in the

period 1979-82, the CEiC caused 25 aborts, 2500 ::.aintenance

events, and had 569 reported failures. As part of the

control system, its maintenance frequently involves engine

trim and test runs.

The main design changes to the CL.,C include i.:irovod

reliability (1979), improved piston stop (1979), and

improved air motor bearing material (1981).

Fuel Oil Cooler

The Fuel Oil Cooler is a pressurized cylindrical

heat exchanger unit. The fuel flow tends to warn the

oil on ground starts, and cool it during operation at

altitude, where ambiant temperature (and fuel tanks)

remain cold.

The fuel oil cooler failure effects ran.7e fro:: n::

or low oil pressure to internal leal:age and mixing of
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fuel with oil. Several burst failures occurred after

failure of the augmentor pump controller and fuel over-

pressure. Over the period 1979-32, the fuel oil cooler

caused 3 aborts, 594 maintenance events, and had 16') re-

ported failures.

Engine Information Sources

One objective in demonstrating the graphic method

is to show how existing information 'r.ay be used more

effectively. Two basic types of information are required

for the graphic technique. The first is inform.ation on

component failure properties. Age at failure data is

provided by the 7100 Service ?Ieport (Si.) system. hs

".s a record file of component failure investigations used

in engine development. The records usually identify

location, conditions, failure mode(s), effects, and

component are(s) related to the occurrence.

The ratio of failures to total removals can be

determined from D056. This can be used as an estimnate

of the cumulative percent failed in survice, assu:.:inc

unfailed parts are removed at the present. -,.e ->00 09

data file contains only failures reported for deveio-c;ent

purpose, five to ten percent of those whic. nave occurron.

Co.::nonent ages given are in engine tota- oneratin: t. .e

- , which ..ay not :.atch actalco..po:ent a :e. ...CV ,

- i ,
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the data file is the primary age-at-faiuce t,. --

the Ai3.Jr 'orc e hras for these ?00 c o. 1.onc2 c:Cr2~.

age replacement intervals for each co:::cne t arc r

in T.O. IF-!3A-6.

Three Air Force data systers provide co:.poner.n

maintenance data which can be used to com;ute costs. 7- C

provides records on aborts, maintenance events and --our-

accounted to the components' work unit code. 1051 oro-

vides aborts, down hours, and direct mannours acc ounsacie

to co.ponents, and percentage of aircraft dc:ntize fcr

which the engine and component are accountable. D1003

provides base level costs, direct and indirect, icciudi:g

labor, material, supplies, and transportation.

.,ethod of Analysis

The graphic solution technique can be viewed as a

three steD process of data collection, transformaion cc

parameters of the age replacement model, and determination

of the optimum interval, illustrated in figure 10. If

the sample is representative, ages at failure are ava .o-cle

and costs are known, then the solution is straightforward.

However, to use existing data requires some data collection

and reduction. This segment of the process involves

totaling tie failure and cost statistics for each oerica

of interest. An example of the- basic .ec..,niue
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illustrated, and analysis done for the calender year

periods 1979-1982.

The intention here is to show credibility of

the graphic technique, so failure properties, costs, and

interval determination are investigated in more detail

than necessary for practical use.

Failure Data Transformation

The ages at failure represent a failure distribu-

tion which is incomplete, and subject to change with

design, operating location, or season. It is truncated at

the age replacement limit for each component. A small

number of components may also bereplaced at periodic

inspections.

The variations in data can be examined through

tabulating by year. season, and location, and by looking

at trends in D056 statistics. Given a sufficient sample,

oO the data for two years (reflecting design changes), two

seasons, or two operating locations could be compared using

the F-test. Time series analysis could also be of use for

* * analysis of larger samples.

The age at failure data, though truncated at m

- *components in a sample of n, can be used directly to con-

struct a TTT plot. Barlow and Proschan (2:463) state that

the TTT plot, using total time on test Tm for m out of n

54
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components (Ti (x m) plotted versus i/m, results in a

curve which is little different from the plot of Ti(X)
Tn(X)

versus i/n for the complete distribution (2:471-472).

This is the method that is most convenient in practice.

Another possible approach is to assume the failure

distribution is truncated at a proportion equal to m

failures out of n total removals, a ratio which can be

estimated from D056 reports. Then, the TTT plot could

be constructed based on a complete sample size n and a

sample total time on test Tn computed from an empirically-

fit failure distribution. Barlow and Proschan (2) suggest

that this distribution can most easily be found by com-

parison to reference 'scaled TTT transforms' for parameter

ranges of various distributions. Figure 8 showed scaled

TTT transforms for the Weibull, gamma, normal, and log-

normal distributions, Barlow and Proschan suggest three

TTT-based criteria to test the hypothesis of an IFR dis-

tribution, and thus candidates for age replacement. These

are (1) A difference in total time on test for the sample

which exceeds that for the exponential case (450 TTT plot

line) by more than the criterion for a given confidence

level; (2) The scaled TTT plot for actual sample size m

lies above confidence bounds of the exponential distribution.
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, .For n points and Na=n-1 points above the 45° line, there is

K(i-I/n) probability that the plot is IFR, and I./n proba-

bility that it is exponential (2:466).

- . A third approach to failure data transformation is

to estimate parameters of a best-fit failure distribution

from graphic analysis, then construct a TTT plot for the

distribution, plotting the age at failure points as a

check. Kao (20:2.2-2.17) describes plotting techniques for

the Weibull, gamma, normal, and lognormal distributions.

The Kolmogorow-Smirnov and Chi Square tests can be used

to check confidence of curve fits.

The analysis here will first show intervals based

on direct, truncated-sample TTT plots of the age at failure

data and will be assumed IFR where at least m-1 points of the

m-point TTT plot are above the 450 line. This will be

compared to results for a curve-fit TTT plot, and results

for a TTT plot of a failure distribution curve fit. The

1979-82 and 1982 TTT plots can be compared to indicate

effects of changes over time, such as design improvement.

The failure data analyses described above assume

the failure distribution of the component to be homogeneous.

Though it may behave that way, the failure distribution may,

in reality, be composed of a number of different failure

modes. These may result from causes such as defects in

manufacturing or assembly, low cycle/high stress fatigue,

56
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high cycle/low stress, seizure, fatigue, erosion, or

fracture. Depending on the components and operating

stresses involved, each may result in unique failure mode

distributions for a given component, some being DFR, and

others being IFR. Those which are DFR, or strictly ran-

dom, will generally not be relevent to consideration for

preventive maintenance. The small difference in TTT plots

for truncated versus complete data suggests that truncated

age at failure data for a particular failure mode may be

used for TTT plots to determine intervals for failure mode

oriented tasks. However, it is necessary to use a cost

appropriate to the failure mode. The intervals so deter-

mined may be worth investigating for the more significant

failure modes of a component. However, the distribution

of failure consequences and costs is likely to differ

considerably between failure modes. Such considerations

can be investigated here in an example, but will otherwise

.- - be left for future investigations. But to discern failure

modes or aggregate them for a component strategy could be

troublesome, since occurrence of each failure mode may be

related to or preclude the appearance of others.

Cost Data 'ransformation

The most practical method of estimating costs of

failure or replacement events is to use the part cost, mis-

hap loss, direct aircraft down time or labor hours
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involved for an event. This is the method to use in

practice, assuming that one of the cost elemants is of

- priority concern. However, to verify the method, combined

costs will also be used and compared in this study.

Costs such as spare parts, labor, downtime, over-

haul, and mishap losses, can be accounted to each component,

and summed for the period(s) of interest. These totals

can be normalized to costs per failure (repair event C1

and costs per unfailed replacement event C2 .) The different

2 cost elements can be converted to dollar or availability

equivalents, based on fleet statistics in the D056 or K051

data systems.

For example, the loss of an aircraft in a mishap

not only costs a proportion of its dollar acquisition cost,

but also makes it unavailable for the rest of its expected

service life. The non-availability of aircraft also re-

presents a dollar cost because more aircraft are required

to achieve the same number of ready aircraft at a given

time. Depending on whether availability or dollar cost is

the objective, the costs will be in aircraft down time or

in dollar cost. Availability costs (down time) can be

directly converted to aircraft down-years per 1000 failures,

based on fleet down hours per aircraft per year. If an

acquisition dollar cost and expected life are known, the

dollar cost per 1000 failures can also be expressed as
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aircraft down-years per 1000 failures in order to compare

dollar and availability costs. The resulting costs C1

and C2 are then used to compute the standard cost C = C2

This can be done for long run average, such as 1979-1982,

or over a short time period of interest, for example, the

year 1982.

The method used in this study will first use simple

costs based on direct aircraft down hours or direct base

maintenance labor costs for replacement of an unfailed

part. The results can be compared to those based on total

component costs, estimated from data system statistics as

described above.

Interval Determination

Given the TTT plot and standard cost, the cost line

is drawn through the X-coordinate -C= C2 1 and tangent
CI-C

2

to the TTT curve shown in figure 11. This identifies a

point (i/n*, U*), which corresponds to the optimum com-

ponent age limit T*. All the components studied here have

records and age limits in hours only, although T* could

just as well be another age measure such as LCF stress

cycles.

Cost Estimation

The interval determination results in minimum value
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of nC + n (33:9)- Since the term n is

C+i/n
constant for the given sample, represents a relative

cost parameter. This can be used to compare percent cost

variances between different methods of cost and TTT plot

* derivation. The cost parameter can also be used to com-

pare the non-optimality costs of using dollar measures

with an availability objective or using availability

measures with a dollar objective. This depends on being

able to express both dollar and availability costs in a

single parameter. Thus, intervals and costs can be com-

pared for different solution methods, different failure

and cost assumptions, and different data sets.

Comparisons

The graphic technique enables rapid comparisons of

many alternate cost and failure property estimates for a

component. To keep the report to reasonable size, only

five of the most significant ones will be examined. These

include (1) comparing results of using available failure

data and simple costs to those obtained by use of failure

distributions and statistical cost analysis; (2) costs

and intervals for dollar versus availability objectives;

(3) repeatability of the simple versus more refined ana-

lysis procedures; (4) comparison of the costs and intervals

for different time horizons, in this case data for the
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1979-1982 versus 1982 time periods; and (5) estimate of

potential benefits in availability or cost which could

result from this method, compared to both present inter-

vals and a worst case. The worst case may be defined as

use of an interval yielding minimum dollar cost, when the

objective is maximum availability (minimum down time),

or vice versa.

The cost and failure data transformations described

earlier can be easily programmed for computer analysis and

recordkeeping. However, manual procedures are emphasized

here to show the simplicity, flexibility, and practical

use of existing data which is possible with graphic in-

terval determination.

Relevance to Objectives

Results of this analysis effort can be used to

answer the three research objectives and questions stated

in Chapter I.

The first objective is to show a practical solution

procedure. This will be done for the simple case of

direct TTT plots of the failure data and simple cost

measures of down time and dollars.

The second objective is to explore practical con-

siderations in use of the graphic technique. This includes

comparison of cost and interval results for the simple

versus the more refined methcds of developing TTT plots

1..1



and costs which were described previously. Results are

generally presented for costs and objectives in both down

time and dollars. Another consideration is repeatability

* of the method, i~e. the variation in results due to

rounding and estimation in the analysis procedure. A

final aspect examined is difference in interval and cost

results which may arise from use of a different time

horizon. Here, results based on 1979-1982 and 1982 are

compared. The differences indicate the undertainty intro-

duced by using longer time horizons for analysis. In this

* respect, the graphic technique may be far more responsive

and less costly to repeat than age exploration.

The third objective is to estimate potential bene-

fits of the graphic method, The direct benefits are in

improvement of aircraft availability or cost reductions

at a given point in time. The analysis results can pro-

vide a quantitative estimate. Their significance can be

evaluated by comparing magnitude of the expected benefits

to magnitude of uncertainties in the graphic technique.
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CHAPTER IV

SUMM1ARY OF RESULTS

The graphic technique was used to determine re-

placement intervals for five F100 engine components -

the main fuel pump, engine, speed (N2) sensor, exhaust

nozzle control, stator generator, and fuel oil cooler.

This chapter describes calculations, results, and practical

considerations involved for users of the graphic technique.

Their age limits are compared to those determined using

the graphic technique. The relative costs are in some

cases more than fifty percent less for graphically-deter-

mined replacement intervals, and in most cases, between ten

and thirty percent.

Information Collected

The components and data sources used in this study

have been described in Chapter three. The Appendix pro-

vides examples of the data system reports used, lists the

failure ages used, and provides the cost data compiled

from these sources.

Failure data was collected primarily from the F100

SP data file, with age stated in engine operating hours.

While this measure does not necessarily correspond to age

of the component, it is the best available from existing

Air Force data bases. Design changes have occurred for
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each of the components included in this study, and could

cause trends in failure properties. in addition, the time

of year and operating location may afL1fect the flying

environment. Therefore, the ages at failure for each cor-

ponent were charted as shown in Table III, by year,

quarter, and unit reporting the failure. Given the small

size and long time span covered by the data, a statistical

characterization of the trends and periodicities was

inappropriate. Both one year and four year data bases

were used to provide evidence of any drastic change.

The credibility of the F100 SR file in representing

engine failure properties is also difficult to verify,

since it contains the only consistent Air Force record of

failure ages. Since the data file is oriented toward

failure investigations, reports are to some extent by

exception, though for some components, all are supposed to

be reported. Table IV shows the size of the SR data file

as compared to the total number of failures reported in

D056, The SR file contained records of between five and

twenty percent of all failures. Numerically, the number

of reports providing component age at failure did not

exceed fifteen in any single year, so the sample size is

small for statistical purposes. The representativeness of

-' the sample could still be checked by comparing the relative

frequencies of failure modes with those seen statistically.
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Table II-I
Age at Failure Data, M-ain Fuel Pump

Age at Failure and Reportin- Unit
[Year IQuarter1 2 3 4
1979 493(1st) 28
/j= 227 hr 468(36th) 233(405th

77(36th)
l79(lst)
110-

1980 366(33rd) 157(33rd) 561(36th)
u=232 hr 5(405th) 96 - 105(33rd)

558(1st) 110(56/th)

1981 424 - 321(1st) 612(405th,U=4 r80(36th) 562(18th) 480(49th)514(33rd) 122(36th) 494(36th)
2 18(49th)
184(36th)
231(32nd)
375(33rd)
129(48th)

1982 70(32nd) 425(36th) 168t)16(405th'
u=222 hr 206(57th) 211 - 147(49th) 305C405th'

625-(405th) 51 321(405th
87(36th) 4(36th)

Seasonal P-=284 JU -26 206 4=0
Averages: 1- 2 31-4
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Table IV

Comparison of F100 SR and D056 Failures

Somponent,Year S eports 'Usable D056 Total

I:ain Fuel Pump 81 44 397
1979 12 7 92
1980 13 9 98
1981 30 14 113
1982 26 14 9

N2 Sensor 74 44 817
1979 11 8 225
1980 14 8 216
1981 22 13 211
1982 22 15 165

Stator Generator 39 20 983
1979 9 6 190
1980 4 2 275
1981 6 5 276
1982 20 7 242

Nozzle Control 29 21 569
1979 4 3 132
1980 7 4 140
1981 6 5 137
1982 12 9 160

Fuel Oil Cooler 16 15 169
1979 4 3 37
1980 6 6 51
1981 2 2 39
1982 4 4 42
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The appendix provides a breakout of a-es at failure by

failure mode, which indicates that in general, random or

minor discrepancies such as leakage or normal wear are

reported proportionately less in the sample. : ,evertheless,

this is the best failure data base presently available.

The D056, 2L051, and D160 system reports provided

data used to estimate costs. The appendix provides tables

showing component-accountable totals for labor, material,

and down time for the F-15 fleet.. The totals were aver-

aged to obtain the cost per event and per 1000 events, for

both failure/repair and age replacement. The data was

logged from microfilmed reports, for sixteen consecutive

quarters, 1979 through 1982, so that trends and periodici-

ties would be observable. Only gradual trends occurred in

flight line actions and labor, but there were occassional

jumps in shop actions and labor attributable to modifi-

cations. These were excluded from cost computations.

Data base characteristics such as those described

above are of interest to a user of the graphic technique in

that the results may be affected. However, the results

presented here focus on a practical method of using data

sources, rather than evaluation of the data base contents.

Analysis Method

The process of graphic interval determination is

illustrated in Figure 11. Existing data bases provide
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ages at failure for construction of a TTT plot and contain

numerous maintenance statistics which can be used to develop

a standard cost. The interval can be determined by lo-

cating the point where a line drawn through (0C2  ,)

C1 -C2

is tangent to the plotted TTT curve. The relative cost

(C + 2)/U can be used to compare costs of different inter-

val lengths on the same TTT plot. To compare costs from

different samples of the same component, the expression

C = - (C+-)/U can be used.

The analysis of failure and cost properties may be

simple or comprehensive, depending on needs and preferences

of the user. To substantiate consistency and credibility

of the graphic technique, both a simplistic and refined

method are demonstrated here.

A Simple Method

For a quick analysis, the ages at failure can be

plotted directly in TTT form, and costs can be-expressed

in simple, visible measures such as direct labor hours or

aircraft down time accredited to a component.

Failure Data Transformation

A sample of m ages at failure is used as if it is

a complete, non-truncated sample of size n. The ages,

proportion failed i/m, and number of items (m--+1) which

are still on test can oe listed directly. The variable
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T is the time on test accumulated by the sample components

up to the ith failure. It is calculated by Successively

summing the age difference to the next failure times the

number of unfailed items (n-i+1). The time on test for

the entire sample is Ti.  The variable U. is the proportion

of time on test up to the ith failure. Tables V and VI

respectively show the calculations for 1982 and 1979-82

failure data, and the corresponding plots are shown in

figures 12 and 13. The plots which lie above the 45
,' line

are increasing failure rate (IFR) and indicate there may

be benefit in an age replacement strategy.

Cost Data Transformation

Aircraft down time and direct base maintenance

labor provide two simple measures of maintenance cost.

The average cost of a failure and repair can be estimated

in aircraft not-mission-capable (NMC) hours by computing

the ratio of component failures to its unscheduled down

time. The average labor cost per failure can be estimated

as the ratio of unscheduled labor hours to unscheduled

actions for the component, also provided by K051. Air-

craft NMC hours and labor hours for age replacement are

estimated here by the ratio of total NMC or labor hours

for scheduled actions to the number of scheduled actions.

The costs computed for each component are shown in Table

VII. Using CI as cost of failure and C2 as cost of
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Table V
Calculations For TTT Transforms, CY 1982

(a)Main Fuel Pump)

Age n-i+i T U /=T/T /M

16 12 192 .067 .083
51 11 577 .200 .167
70 10 767 .266 .250
87 9 920 .320 .333146 8 1392 .4835 .417
206 7 1812 .629 .500
211 6 1842 .640 .583
305 5 2312 .803 .667
321 4 2376 .825 .750
416 3 2661 .924 .823
425 2 2679 .931 .9i7
625 1 2879 1.00 1.00

(b),A 2 Sensor

Age n-I T. U i=TITm M/m

49 15 735 .102 .067
178 14 2541 .353 •133
179 13 2554 .355 .200
215 12 2986 .415 .267
250 11 3371 .468 .333
281 10 3681 .511 .400
359 9 4383 .609 .467
379 8 4543 .631 .533
647 7 6419 .892 .600
661 6 6503 .903 .667
721 5 6803 .945 .733
742 4 6887 .957 .800
807 3 7082 .984 .867
825 2 7118 .989 .933
907 1 7200 1.00 1.00
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Table V (cont)

(c)Exhaust Nozzle Control (CENC)

Age n- j+1 T ~ U =T ./T 1/

6 7 42 .013 .143
77 6 46 14.286
127 5 718 .220 .429
476 4 2114 .649 .572
797 3 3107 .954 .1
805 2 3121 .958 .857
941 1 3257 1.00 1.00

(d)Stator-Generator

Age n- j I T ~ U.I=T ./T m /n

192 6 1152 .406 .167
194 5 1162 .409 .333
237 4 1334 .470 .500
360 3 1703 .600 .667
888 2 2759 .972 .833
968 1 2839 1.00 1.00

(e)Fuel Oil Cooler

Agen-+TU T/

468 3 1404 .939 . 3335
471 2 1410 .943 .666

557 11496 1.00 1.00
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replacement, the standard cost is computed as the ratio

0 2 . Table VIII shows these standard costs for each of

c-c2

the parts.

Interval Determination

The optimum interval is identified by drawing a

line through the point (-C ,0) and tangent to the TTT

plot, as illustrated in figure 11. The point of tangency

is a point (i/m*, U*), which corresponds to an interval

T*. The interval can be estimated from the table of

values used for constructing the TTT plot. Table IX

shows the values of U*, i/m*, and T* found for each com-

-. ponent. The standard costs in aircraft down hours differ

considerably from those in labor hours, but the resulting

intervals are st-ll the same because of extreme points .-.n

the TTT plots (see Figures 12 and 13.) The intervals

determined using the 1982 data base do not differ greatly

from those Lased on 1979-1982 data except for the least

expensive of the components, the generator and 112 speed

sensor.

Cost Comparison

The costs associated with intervals can be compared

for the same sample by computing (C j/rm)/U., ;which is

minimized at the tangency point (i/m*, U*). The present

replacement interval for each component is beyond the

greatest age at failure, in these truncated samples, so
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tevalue oi/usdis 1. Terelative csscmue

using this approach are shown in Table X, If the results

are repre sentative for the component, cost savings of up

to fifty percent may be possible.

Limitations

The simple approach described above is restricted

in how well actual failure properties and costs of a comn-

ponent are represented. The TTT plot for a truncated

sample, such as those here, does reflect the underlying

failure distribution. However, the greatest age in the

sample will usually be less than the existing age replace-

ment limit, and perhaps biased toward a shorter interval.

The cost measures used may also be improved. Direct down

4 time and labor hours accounted to a component may not fully

represent support impacts of a component, since these may

also include mishaps, engine removals, and engine life

used in testing. To assess the importance of these con-

siderations, a refined graphic procedure may be used, one

which considers the underlying failure distribution and

cost elements in more detail.

Refined Method of Interval Determination

Both failure and cost properties of each component

may be more realistically described than above.

Failure Data Transformation

The TTT plot reflects the underlying failure
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Y distribution of a sample, in its shape, but is altered

in values where parts are replaced unfai-led at an existing

age limit. Such is the case f or all five of the components

considered here. To evaluate this effect, the sample of

m failures is considered to represent m failures out of n

components in the complete sample. A representative fail-

ure distribution can be identified from comparison with

model TTT plots and its numeric parameters estimated

graphically. -The curve fit can be verified by an appro-

priate statistical test such as chi-square or Kolmogorov-

Smirnov. The TTT plot can then be constructed for a corn-

plete distribution and total time on test.

The first step is to estimate or assume the cumu-

lative percent failed at which the sample has been truncated.

Here, the percent failed is assumed to correspond to the

ratio of failures to total removals which is reported in

D056. As shown in Table XI9 this truncation ratio rn/n is

considerably less than one for each of the components.

The parent sample size n is computed assuming m to be the

number of failures. This new, larger sample size used as

the basis for the next step of plotting the failure dis-

tributions.

The main fuel pump 1981 data is used here to

illustrate how TTT plots for complete failure distributions

4 are developed from the truncated failure data sets of each
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Table XI
Estimation of Sample Size For Truncnted Data

Component #Failed Mal/Other Ratio Actual/m Equiv.n

:Fuel Pump m/n
1979 92 80 .535 7 12
1980 98 58 .628 8 12
1981 113 91 .554 14 24
1982 94 90 .511 13 25

N2 Sensor
1979 225 25 .900 8 8
1980 216 16 .931 7 7
1981 211 21 .909 10 10
1982 166 35 .826 15 17

Stator Gen.
1979 190 74 .720 6 7
1980 275 41 .870 2 2
1981 276 35 .887 5 5
1982 242 71 .773 6 7

Nozzle Control
1979 152 81 .720 3 4
1980 140 112 .870 4 6
1981 137 57 .887 5 6
1982 160 100 .771 7 10

Fuel Oil Cooler
1979 37 38 .493 4 5

1 1980 51 33 .607 6 9
1981 39 32 .549 2 31982 42 34 .553 3 5

n
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codponent. The first step is to identify the distribution.

In this case, normal, lognormal, and*Weibull plots were

constructed, and a Weibull plot provided the best fit,

shown in Figure 14. This was confirmed by the chi-square

test as shown in Table XII. The failure distributions for

each component and year were them plotted, and found to

fit a Weibull distribution fairly well in each case. This

is a cumulative failure distribution function defined by

F(T) = n n

where T is component age, n is the characteristic life,

and 9is a shape parameter.

2The Weibull parameters estimated for each compo-

nent failure sample are listed in Table XIII. The shape

parameters vary considerably from the exponential case of

8=1.O. The characteristic life also differs merkedly

* from mean time between failure (MTBF), its equivalent in

the more restrictive case of an exponential failure dis-

tribution. Table XIII lists the MTBFs from the RCM analysis

and D056 failure totals for comparison. The parameter#

is an age below which no failures occur, and At is expected

life of the component.

Given the failure distribution parameters 6, an

index of cumulative percent failed can be constructed, and

used to find ages T of the distribution which correspond

to the ages at failure in the sample data, as shown in

86
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Table XII
Chi-Square Test For Failure Distribution

Main Fuel Pump, CY 1981

Criterion: Max allowable sum of squared differences of

sample ages to age t

Actual sample size m=14; degrees of freedom 7=13

Statistic: X2  (to-t)2

m t

Age [(to-t)2/tjji = 6i

80 402/40 40.0

122 - 0

129 372/85 16.1
184 42/180 .09

218 132/205 .82

231 - 0

321 212/300 1.47

375 152/360 .62
424 242/400 1.44

480 502/430 5.81

444/490 .03
514 162/530 .48
562 382/600 2.41

612 582/670 5.02
464.28

X 1 6 - = 5.58

satisfies 95% confidence criterion that distribution is

Weibull.
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Table XIV. This provides a total time on test for the

entire sample of size n. A TTT plot can then be constructed

for the complete distribution, as shown in figure 15.

Figures 16 and 17 show the TTT plots constructed for the

1982 and 1979-1982 data sets for each component.

Cost Data Transformation

.4 The costs attributed to a component can be estimated

in many different ways, using different assumptions. The

data sources and totals-are presented in the appendix.

Table XlVshowed costs per thousand failure or replacement

events derived from them.

The cost elements are grouped to reflect availa-

bility loss, or dollar costs per failure of the components.

Availability measurement may include the loss of equiva-

lent aircraft due to mishaps or aborts. Dollar costs may

include aircraft loss or engine overhauls as material costs,

as well as engine life and fuel-consumed in test runs.

To express such costs in only availability or dollars

may require assumptions about cost factors. The assumptions

about engine costs are that fuel is $,16 per pound, burned

at 3000 pounds perhour in test runs, and that engine life

is 1300 hours. The average test cell time is assumed to be

2 hours per removal. Trims are assumed to occur for half

of all pump, or N2 sensor replacements, a third of nozzle

91
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control replacements, and a tenth of oil cooler or gen-

erator replacements. The engine contribution to downtime

is assumed to be in proportion to its share of total air-

craft downtime reported in K051, 5.9,6 for 1979-1982, and

2.41% for 1982.

Aircraft losses in mishaps cost downtime, assumed to

be ten years for a Class A mishap (unrecoverable), a tenth

of a year for a class B mishap (damage), a hundreth of a

Year for a class c (emergency), and a thousandth of a year

per abort. This can be converted to NMC hours by using

the statistical average of 30929 down hours per aircraft-

year. A second assumption is used to express mishap costs

in dollars, An F-15 is assumed to cost 22 million dollars

and last 20 years, meaning a cost of $1.1 million per air-

craft year. The same relative magnitudes are used for the

different grades of mishaps and aborts.

The results of Table XV for costs of failure

indicate that the costs of NPNC aircraft dominate availabil-

ity measurements, and that costs of material (aircraft lost

engines, parts) dominate the dollar cost. Table XVI shows

costs developed for age replacement, using the same cost

factors as for failure costs, except that the NMC hours

accountable are mostly reported as scheduled in the K051

report.
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Table XV
Costs per 1000 Failures

(a) CY 1982-Availability Costs
Cost Element Fuel Pump N2 Sensor CENC StatorGen ooler

Mishaps A 0 0 0 0 0

B 0 0 0 0 0

C .170 .060 0 0 0

;Aborts .040 .042 .025 .049 .024

.210 .102 .025 .049 .024

NNC A/C hr 5662 4640 3556 1425 8830

NMC Engines 670 229 22 7 0
(Indirect hr)

.0241 x 72 x base-..
0241 x 1440 x ovh 6332 4869 3578 1432 8830

Combined Total 12693 7950 4333 2912 9555

- Dollar Costs

,Cost Element Fuel Pump N2 Sensor CENC StatorGen Coolerl

Material

Aircraft 3.187M $.066M $.0281oi .054N S.026:
Engines 8.50 3.00 0 0 0
Items ovhl 27.0 3.73 13•0 3.37 3.95

:Labor

Base I 1.936 •347 2.182 .179 .849

Depot .843 .338 .506 .338 .506
Engine Life •210 .201 .138 •039 .039

,Fuel. .262 •251 .171 .048 .048

Transport
* Engines .034 .012 0 0 0

Items .020 .006 .014 •020 •020

Base Overhead .335 .250 .350 .121 .287
(D160B) I

Combined Total 139.331; - 8. 201", 16.391% J. 17i_ - .773:
-97



Table XV (cont)
(b) CY 1979-1932

- Availability Costs
Cost Element Fuel Pump iN2 Sensor CEC StatGen Cooler.

Mishaps A 0 0 0 0 0

B 1.26 .612 .203 0 0

C .034 .098 .041 .018 .059

Aborts .07? .049 .046 .023 .047

Sub Total 1.370 .759 .290 .041 .106

;NMC A/C hr 14627 10398 5464 4486 3144
NMC Engine: 4241 317 1113 261 659
(Indirect NMC hr)

,_18870 10715 6577 4747 3803

Combined Total* 60256 33330 15337 286 7005

52OO NMC hr = 1 Aircraft down year (A/7 yr)

.... Dollar Costs

Cost Element ( Fuel Pump N2 Sensor CENC tatGen Cooler

*Material

Aircraft 31.507M $.834M $.044M 5.3191 $.1171i
Engines 12.09 1.71 1.41 .610 3.55
Items orhl 27.0 3.73 13.0 3.37 3.95

Labor
Base .325 .275 .380 .139 .350
Depot .843 .338 .506 .338 .506

Engine Life .432 .391 262 .079 .104
Fuel .548 .488 .326 .098 .130

Transport
Engine Orhl .049 .006 .007 .003 .014
Item Ovhl .002 .006 .014 .020 .020

Overhead .335 .250 .350 .121 .287_(D160B rate) -

Combined Total $43.13M $8.02M $16.30:, !5.Oi'd: $9.03 1

99
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Table XVI
Costs per 1000 Age Replacements

Cost Element I Fue Pump N2 Sensor CEI'C StatorGen 7Cooler-7

Mishaps _ _ _ -

C A/C hr 3500 1000 1500 1000 2500

Combined Total, 3o0hr 1000 1500 1000 2500

(b) Dollar Costs

%." Cost Element Fuel Pump N2 Sensor CENC S tatorGenCo-oler

., Material
Item 27.OM $3.731- $13.OM 53.37M 395

Labor
Base .08 .025 .036 .025 .063
Depot .843 .338 .506 .338 .506

Engine Life .15 .15 .08 .10 .05
Fuel .187 .20 .Il .137 .068

Transport

Item .02 .006 .014 .02 .02

Overhead 1 .084 .019 .030 .019 .050

Combined Total 18.36M 34.47M 513,781: 4.01: i4.71:
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The costs of failure and replacement in Tables

XV and XVI are next used to compute the standard costs.

These are listed in Table XVII. For comparison, availabil-

ity costs are expressed in both aircraft NMC hours alone,

and as a total including contributions from engine removals

and mishaps. The dollar costs are shown for both parts

alone, and the combined total for all the dollar cost

terms.

Interval Determination

The first check is to verify that the TTT plot

indeed represents an IFR distribution. In most of the cases

plotted here, the plot was all above the 450 line (IFR)

or all below it (DFR). In such cases, the probability

is only i/n that the distribution is exponential (2:469).

Where a TTT plot crosses the 450 line, the crossing

test described by Barlow and Campo (2:468) is helpful.

They show the probabilities for four events given that the

distribution is exponential:

1. The plot is initially below and finally be-

low the 450 line

2. The plot is initially below and finally above

the 450 line

3. The plot is initially above and finally below

the 450 line.

4. The plot is initially above and finally above

the 450 line.
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Table XVII
Standard Costs For Graphic Solution

(a) For Availability Loss Measures

Measure Fuel Pump N2 Sensor CENC Gen Cooler

A/C Down Hr
1982 1.62 .275 .730 2.35 .395

1979-82 .315 .106 .378 .287 3.88

,Combined Total
1982 .381 .144 .529 .523 .354
1979-82 .071 .031 .108 .201 .555

(b) For Dollar Cost Measures

Measure Fuel Pump N2 Sensor CENC Gen Cooler

,. Material Cost
1982 3.11 1.214 - - -

1979-82 2.0 1.47 8.97 3.63 1.08

ICombined Total
1982 2.59 1.20 5.28 4.21 4.62

1979-82 1.92 1.26 5.47 3.68 1.09

'0
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* the validity of the TTT plots, standard costs, the inter-

vals, and their relative costs.

A comparison of the TTT plots for the simple and

refined procedures indicates strong differences. For

example, the 1982 TTT plot for the main fuel pump is

IFR when truncated data i6 directly plotted as in figure

12(a), but DFR when its plot is based on a complete ':ei-

bull distribution as in figure 16(a). The plots based on

truncated data in figures 12 and 13 generally reflect a

more positive curvature of the plot than in the TTT plots

of figures 16 and 17 which are based on the full distribu-

tion. This agrees with Barlow's note that IFR TTT plots

become more so when truncated, i.e. stochastically comi-

nating the exponential. Conversely, DFR plots are dom-

inated by the exponential.

The optimal interval computations of i/n*, U*,

T* and (C+i/n*)/U* are shown inTable XVIII for the given

standard costs. Table XIX shows current costs, based on

i/n and U which correspond to the current interval.

Intervals determined for the simple and refined

procedure are compared ih Table XX. Results for the

refined procedures appear to be more sensitive to changes

in the objective. The simple procedure cannot define an

interval beyond the existing age replacement linit, except

if failures are allowed beyond the limit)for data collection.
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Table XVIII
Optimal Intervals-Computations

(a) 1982

Component C i/n* (C+i/n*)* J

Main Fuel Pump
Availability .381 DFR - 1.381
Dollars 2.59 DFR - 3.59

N2 Sensor
Availability .144 .57(.54) .68(.72) 575(800) 1.05(.95)
Dollars 1.20 1(.64) 1(.82)1500(875) 2.2(2.24).

Nozzle Control
Availability .529 Exponential - 1.53
Dollars 5.28 or DFR - 6.28

Stator Generator
Availability .523 .73 .93 900hr 1.35
Dollars 4.21 .90 .98 15OOhr 5.21

Fuel Oil Cooler
Availability .354 .47 .70 600hr 1.18
Dollars 4.62 1 1 - 5.62

( ) shows value based on the actual data in the case where
is is markedly different from the distribution

J1
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TableXVIII (cont)

(b) 1979-82

Component j C i/n* U* T* (C+i/n*)/U*

* . Main Fuel PumJ
Availability .071 .65 .78 750 .92
Dollars 2.0 1 1 - 3.0

N2 Sensor
Availability .031 .48 .67 500 .763
Dollars 1.47 .80 .94 1500 2.41

Nozzle Control
Availability .108 (.47) (.38) 550(700) 1.52
Dollars .97 1 1 - 9.97

Stator Gen
.Availability .201 .39 .58 450 1.02
Dollars 3.63 1 1 2000 4.63

.Oil Cooler
Availability 555 .90 .95 1800 1.53
Dollars 1.08 1 1 - 2.08

b.10
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Table XIX
*Costs of Current Task Intervals

Component T i/n U C (C+i/n)/U II ____ _ ,,Avail $ Avail :

Main Fuel Pumr 680
1982 2 .55 .52 .381 2.59 1.79 5.88
1979-82 .58 .63 .071 2.0 1.03 4.095

N2 Sensor

1982 1000 .80 .86 .144 1.20 1.097 2.32
1500 .93 .98 1.095 2.17

1979-82 1000 .84 .94 .031 1.47 .959 2.49
1500 11 1.031 2.47

Nozzle Contro
1982 750hr .60 .514 .529 5.28 2.20 11.43

900hr .67 .64 1.87 9.30
1979-82 750hr .50 .54 .108 8.97 1.125 17.54

1900hr .61 .59 1.216 16.23

Stator Gen 1000
1982 1 1 .523 4.21 1.523 5.21
1979-82 1 1 .201 3.63 1.201 4.63

Oil Cooler 1250
1982 - - .354 4.62 1.35 5.62
1979-82 .72 .80 .555 1.08 1.59 2.25

410.
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Table XX
Interval Comparisons

(a) 1982 Data
Component Interval

Current Simple Refined

Fuel Pump
Availability 680 420 DFR
Dollars(Labor)i 680 (420) DFR

N2 Sensor
Availability 1000/1500 810 850
Dollars 1000/1500 (810) 1500

Nozzle Control
Availability 750/900 700 1100
Dollars 750/900 (700) 1100

"Generator
Availability 1000/2000 900 900
Dollars 1000/2000 (900) 1500

1Oil Cooler
Availability 1250 470 600
Dollars (470) 1250

DFR = decreasing failure rate; / indicates a 2nd interval

( ) indicates standard cost C>>1

106
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Table XX (cant)

(b) 1979-1982 Data
Component Interval

Current Simple Refined

Fuel Pump
i Availability 680 420 750
IDollars 680 420*

N2 Sensor
Availability 1000/1500 600 500
Dollars 1000/1500 600 1500

Nozzle Control
Availability 750/900 710 550(700)
Dollars 750/900 710

'Stator Generator
*Availability 1000/2000 650 500

*Dollars 1000/2000 650 2000

Fuel Oil Cooler
Availability 1250 475 1800
Dollars 1250 475*

*The standard cost was so great that i/n* =1.0
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The refined procedure requires analysis of the failure

distribution, but in many cases, this is known from other

reliability studies. Either procedure requires a statisti-

cally representative set of failure data.

A final comparison is relative cost. The relative

costs of current intervals are listed in Table XXI with

the corresponding cost of intervals determined using the

simple and refined procedures. This table indicates that

cost savings due to improved interval determination are

considerable, using either the simple or refined procedure.

This is confirmed by computing the cost reductions in

percent, as shown in Table XXII *These range from about

three to fifty sev-en percent cost reductions through use of

graphic interval determination.

Credibility of the Gra-phic Technique

The results presented here indicated that use of

the graphic technique should yield considerable direct

benefits in cost. The data base examined here is not ade-

quate for a statistical assessment of this. However, the

results here to shed light on characteristics of the graphic

model and technique that a user should consider.

First, the model is unbiased and assures a consistent

relationship between task interval and the maintenance

manaement objective. Present methods lack this, which is

seen in the comparisons of costs and intervals.
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Table XXI

Relative Costs of Replacement Intervals

(a) Availability

7omponent Current Simple Current Re fined
1982 79-82 1982 79-82 1982 79-32 1982 79-82

Main Fuel Pump 1.54 1.54 1.46 1.40 1.79 1.03 1.38 .92

N2 Sensor* 1.50 1.50 1.2? 1.14 1.096 1.0 1.05 .76

,Nozzle Control 2.33 2.33 2.10 2.13 2.05 2.17 1.53 1.52

Stator Gen 2.43 2.55 2.40 2.43 1.52 1.20 1.35 1.02

Fuel Oil Cooler 1.71 1.71 112 1.04 1.35 1.59 1.18 1.53

(b) Dollars

Component Current Simple Current Refined

1982 79-82 1982 79-82 1982 79-82 1982 79-82

-ain Fuel Pump 1.50 1.50 1.41 1.36 5.88 4.09 3.59 3.0

N2 Sensor* 2.0 2.0 1.77 1.72 2.25 2.48 2.20 2.41

Nozzle Control* 2.0 2.0 .856 1.77 10.1 16.8 6.28 9.97

Stator Gen 1.67 1.67 1.60 1.40 5.2! 4.63 5.21 4.63

Fuel Oil Coolerl.25 1.25 .623 .725 5.62 2.25 5.62 2.08

*Costs averaged for two different intervals which are in use
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Table XXII
Savings From Graphic Interval Determination (Percent)

(a) Availability

1982 1979-1982

Component Simple Refined Simple Refined

Main Fuel Pump 5.2% 23. 1% 22. 9% 7.9,6

N2 Sensor 18.6 10.0 4.2 24.0

Nozzle Control 9.9 19.4 25.4 31.7

Stator Generator 1.2 10.9 11.8 15.0

Fuel Oil Cooler 34.5 13.3 12.6 3.7

(b) Dollars

1982 1979-1982
Component Simple Refined Simple Refined

Main Fuel Pump 6.0% 38.9% 9.3% 26.7%

N2 Sensor 11.5 6.1 14.0 2.8

Nozzle Control 57.0 18.8 11.5 40.7

Stator Generator 4.4 10.2 16.2 DFR

Fuel Oil Cooler 50.2 - 42.0 7.6
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* Second, the failure data transformations are

simple, and direct, given a complete set of failure data

* or a known-failure distribution and basic cost information.

One problem is that current failure ages are engine op-

erating age, not actual component age. When the failure

ample is incomplete, its direct plotting may be of use

to identify a distribution, However, for small or sig-

nificantly truncated samples, it may be necessary to

construct a TTT plot based on the full failure distribution.

The procedures for doing so have been demonstrated here.

Their accuracy is dependent on several factors. These

include (1) the uncertainty, bias, and inaccuracy in the

* data; (2) inaccuracy in plotting and estimating the para-

meters of the failure distribution; (3) inaccuracy in

figuring the ages and time on test for the curve fit; and

(4) inaccuracy in constructing the TTT plot. The repeat-

ability of this procedure was checked by re-doing sets of

calculations several times and indicated less than five

percent difference through the process.

The cost data transformation also involves imnper-

fections beginning with cost data inputs and assumptions.

A certain amount of rounding error occurs in tabulating

these statistics, converting cost elements to consistent

units, (i~e. dollars), normalizing cost totals to cost per



event, and computing the standard cost, These results were

consistently repeated to within one percent, using the D056

and K051 data.

Interval determination is a fourth step in which

some error is introduced. Drawing the cost-tangent line

and estimating the point (i/n*, U*) was repeated with less

than two percent differences, Repeat calculations of the

optimal interval T* ranged up to four percent of f on

smaller plots, and about two percent on 8 x 10 sized

graph paper. A number of standard costs exceeded 2.5,

requiring a horizontal scale running beyond the graph

paper,

The cost comparisons involve the combined uncer-

tainty of C, i/n, and U. The chain of manual calculations

to fine (C + i/n)U i was repeatable within about three

percent, given the use of three significant digits.

The assumptions used in the graphic technique

include that of instantaneous, homogeneous failure of a

single cell component, which for a real component poses

several questions. How is failure to be defined? How

will failure modes be considered? How can component strat-

egies be aggregated into a system strategy? These are

questions which further research might address.

Considerable savings may result from graphic

interval determination. They range from three to about
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forty percent reductions in down time and three to fifty

percent reductions-in dollar costs for the components

studied here. The cumulative uncertainty of intervals

and costs appears to be ±5%io or less, apart from quality

* of the cost and failure data. This case study thus tends

to support the need for and credibility of graphic inter-

Val determination.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUS IONS AN{D REC OMKENDAT IONS

The objective of this thesis is to demonstrate the

use and benefits of a graphic procedure for determining

replacement intervals. The approach was to use this

technique in a case study of five FICO engine components.

The results include (1) development of a graphic procedure

which uses existing information, (2) a discussion of

practical considerations in its application, and (3) esti-

mates of quantitative cost reductions or readiness improve-

ments which could be gained using the graphically determined

intervals for each of the FIQO components.

In conclusion, the results of this study underscore

the potentially great benefits in use of the graphic tech-

nique. It is useful with existing informationA, but quality

of age at failure data is a limiting factor, which is wvoith

improving. The graphic technique is adaptable to whatever

objective or cost measures are used. The failure data is

generally from a truncated sample, and thus requires es-

timation of failure distribution parameters. Costs for the

F100 components are dominated by material costs, i.e. mishaps,

overhauls, and spare parts, so the optimization of age re-

placement strategy is especially important to cost-effective

engine management for the F100.

Significant improvements in readiness and reduced
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costs are possible if the graphic solution technique is

effectively used for the FIO0. The estimated intervals

and savings based on 1982 data are as follows:

(a) Dollar Cost Objective Present Proposed Savings 1982
Interval Interval Pct Savings

Main Fuel Pump 680 delete 39 2,720,000

N2 Sensor 1000/1500 900 6 82,000

Nozzle Control 750/900 1100 19 498,000

Stator Generator 2000 1500 10 101,000

Fuel Oil Cooler 1250 1250 0 -

3,401,000

(b)Availability Objective Present Proposed Savings 1982
Interval Interval Pct Savings

ACFT Nl-C
hr

Main Fuel Pump 680 delete 23 517

N2 Sensor 1000/1500 850 10 132

Nozzle Control 750/900 1100 19 132

Stator Generator 2000 900 11 78

Fuel Oil Cooler 1250 600 13 52
911hr

These figures are developed from a small data base

so more failure ages and a representative sample would be

desirable to support these interval changes. However, the

savings of i3.4 million and 38 aircraft down-days over a

year, for just five components, indicate the large cost

reductions that are possible.
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The benefits above are direct improvements in an

objective. There are additional benefits in streamlining

the analysis process. Interval determination needs only

failure data, so it is much faster than age exploration,

with greater confidence of finding a minimum cost interval,

The graphic procedure is quickly, easily repeated to meet

the needs changing design, usage, and operating location.

The graphic approach can, for the first time, directly

relate intervals to improving cost or readiness objectives.

The procedures for data reduction, constructing

TTT plots, and defining standard costs can be easily pro-

grammed for computer solution. Mathematical programming

methods can possibly be used to optimally aggregate the

individual intervals for a set of components.

The same graphic technique could also be used as

a manual procedure by 35 or 5 level technicians at base or

wing level to adapt intervals to the local operating en-

vironment. Hence, the graphic technique can serve as

both a standard and a way to simplify the development of

maintenance requirements.

Recommendations

It is relevant then, to consider what efforts are

necessary to effectively use graphic interval determination

for engines. One important need is improved age at failure

data for components. This should reflect11 ame of the
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component, rather than engine, and 'tracking of failure

modes so that preventable failures can be distinguished.

These capabilities depend on engine diagnostics - capabil-

ities of inspection, test, tracking, and event detection,

being developed in the integrated turbine engine mnonitorirng

system (Integrated TE1-S) program, and the associated data

base which is to be maintained in the D042 CEI IS.

A second need is for further development of gra-

phic techniques for interval determination. A method is

needed to define age replacement limits in cycles (which

would require failure data in cycles). Capability is

needed to graphically determine periodic inspection inter-

vals. Existing methods can be applied to optimally

aggregate the intervals and tasks for sets and multiple

levels of components. Together with the procedure des-

cribed here, these capabilities will be sufficient to

structure an engine maintenance program. As demonstrated

here, the graphic method is useful with failure distribu-

tions as well as data, so it is useful throughout the

engine life cycle.

A third effort needed is to begin the use of a

* graphic technique in RCI! analysis to set age replace-

ment limits. Presently, no standard requirements

or guidelines are provided under i~~.The graphic

technique enables direct estimation of PC!. benefits.
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Thus it directly indicates whatever net benefits of RC.,

...ay occur

A final need is for clear management support of

these initiatives. To this point, RCM for the FI00 has

been a multimillion dollar analysis program which offers

no assurance of savings in either engine availability or

readiness. Graphic interval determination supplies the

missing element which is needed to assure a cost effective

preventive maintenance program. Its use may well offer

savings of millions of dollars and thousands of aircraft

down hours per year as compared to the current program.

The management actions recommended include:

(1) Ari'ange Tor the fAecessary data acqui-

sition, (thirty or more ages at failure in a year for

higher priority components and modules) and support of

the Integrated TEMS and CE.IS capabilities which are in

development.

(2) Assignment of an Air Force engineer and

program manager to integrate graphic interval determination

with the RCM program foran engine in development, perhaps

the FIC0 (F-15, F-16) or F101 (B-i) engines.

(3) Establish an initial program to use the

graphic technique for determining age limits, of engine

parts on the FI00 and/or F101 engines. Use of graphic

methods can be expanded to include periodic inspection as
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the capability becomes available.

(4) After the pilot program, a graphic method of

setting age replacement limits should be incorporated as

a requirement in the relevant engine management guidance.

This includes AFR 800-30 on development of military air-

craft gas turbine engines, AFLC/AFSCR 66-35 and :KIL-R-5096D

on RCM, and the military standard which defines the engine

structural integrity program (ENSIP).

:V.
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APPENTDIX

Summary of Data Collected
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This appendix describes in further detail the

data collected for this research project. The source of

ages at failure and related narrative was the FIO0 SIR

report. An example is shown in figure A-]. Table A-1

shows the ages at failure used for each component, for

calendar year 1982 and cumulative for the years 1979 through

1982. The failure modes for each component were classified

to check proportions and age patterns. These are listed

in Table A-2.

Cost data was obtained from the D056-B06, K051-

YN.3, KO51-Y:4, and D16OB-Dn7 reports, illustrated in

figures A-2 through A-5. These reports are available fromn

Headquarters AFLC/LOEP for those who may want to use them.

The cost element totals extracted from these reports are

given in Table A-3. The cost of failure was normalized to

cost per thousand failures, dividing cost element totals

in Table A-3 by the number of failures given in Table A-3.

This gives the normalized costs per 1000 failures listed in

Table A-4. These costs can then be converted into down-

time or dollar equivalents as was shown in the text.
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Table A-II

Primary Component Failure ':odes

Component and Failure Mode Ages at Failure, 1979-82

1. Main Fuel Pump
a)N2 Shaft Failure 122,233,468,548,661

b)Wear-vaneseals,bearings (4),140,146,206,366,416,
494

c)Internal Binding/LowFlow 110,179,211,296,305,321

d)Foreign Object Damage 80,87,129,157,184,231,

(FOD), vane fracture/ 321,375,49 4 ,562,6i2,625
seizure

Other modes: Internal Binding/High Flow; Leakage;
Cracked Housing, Calibration off/
Sheared P screw.

2. N2 Sensor
a)Sheared Sensor Shaft 128,360,383,439,597,620,

and/or Shaft Screws 635,664,692,695,721,728,
825,907

b)Internal Failure 359,429,588,647,661,882

c)Calibration Off 2,40,133,133,742,789,876

3. Uozzle Control
a)Internal Binding 746,797,805,873,941

* servo failure

b)Internal Binding-Drives 0,7,10,77,157,281
air motor, bearings

4. Stator Generator
a)Internal Failure-windingsl92,224,237,244,450,501,

sheared/stripped screws 672,682,711,798

b)No Output-disengaged or 280,449,646,888
cracked cannon plugs

c)Cracked Housingwelds,or 33,194,360,520,968
mount coupling

5. Fuel Oil Cooler
a)Internal Failure-burst 3,8,722,745,947,964

due to overpressure
b)Cracked Housing,mountor 0,35,468,471,584,847,

welds 995
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Table A-III

Cost Element Statistics

(a)Cost data for CY 1982

Cost Element Fuel Pump N2 Sensor CENC StatGen Cooler

Occurrences
Mishap, A 0 0 0 0 0

B 0 0 0 0 0
C 3 1 0 0 0

Aborts 7 7 4 12 1
Unsch Events 834 454 481 376 78
Maintenance
Failures 177 166 160 242 42
Mial/Other 91 35 100 72 34

Total Events 925 489 581 404 112

I/C NMC hr 1004 771 569 345 371
% of engine 1.41 .76 1.535 .446 .477
% of A/C .034 .0182 .037 .011 .0115
Eng Removals 7 3 2 1 0

Resource Costs
Material
#A/C Lost .003 .001 0 0 0
Engine Ovhl 3 1 0 0 0

*Item Ovhl 177 166 160 242 42
Labor
Flt Line Sch 2926 662 1582 128 103

Unsch 13817 2396 4927 1933 1587
Total incl shop18192 3234 15749 2062 1708
*Depot 4250 1500 2250 2000 600

*Engine Op hrs

Installed 89 83 54 24 4
Uninstalled 15 6 4 2 0

*Engine Fuel
@,3000 lb/hr 312000 267000 174000 78000 12000

*Derived using cost assumptions for component
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(b)Cost data, CY 1979-1982

Cost Element Fuel Pump N2 Sensor CENC StatGen '.ooler

Occurrences
ishap A 0 0 0 0 0

B 5 3 2 0 0
C 12 8 1 4 1

Aborts 30 40 25 45 8
Unsch Events 3210 2043 2135 1549 L57

Maintenance
Failures 397 817 569 983 169
Mal/Others 319 97 350 221 137

Total Events 3611 2140 2485 1771 594

A/C NNC hr 5807 3523 2180 1649 797
% of engine 1.141 .817 .504 .352 .246
% of A/C .041 .0294 .0183 .0127 .0089

Eng Removals 24 7 4 3 3

Resource Costs
1aterial
#A/C Lost .50 .30 0 .20 0
Engine Ovhl 14 4 1.6 1.6 1.2

#Item Ovhl 397 817 569 983 169
Labor
Flt Line Sch 12891 1203 569 583 478

Unsch 44053 15156 18025 9405 7942
Total Inc Shop57264 20247 10087 25100 8795
*Deoot 9750 8000 8250 9500 2400

*Engine Op hrs

Installed 200 410 190 100 17
Uninstalled 50 15 10 10 7

*Engine Fuel 7500001b 1275000 600000 330000 72000
@3000 lb/hr
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Table A-IV

Costs per 1000 Failures

(a)CY 1982

Cost Element Fuel Pump 1i2 Sensor CEIKC StatGen Cooler

Occurrences 5.64 6.02 6.25 4.13 23.8
'1ishap A 0 0 0 0 0

B 0 0 0 0 0
C 17 6.0 0 0 0

Aborts 40 42 25 49 24
Unsch Events 4704 2733 3006 1553 1856

Maintenance
NMC A/C hr 5662 4640 3556 1425 8830
NMC engines 40 18 12.5 4.2 0

shop 23 12 12.5 4.2 0
depot 17 6 0 0 0

*1 i'-NC items
shop - - - - -
depot 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

Resource Costs
Aircraft Loss .210 .102 .025 .049 .024
Engines.base 23 12 12.5 0 0

ovhl 17 6 0 0 0
Items ovhl 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
Labor
Flight line 77900 14400 30970 7980 37770
shop 8170 1000 66000 - -
depot 25000 10000 15000 10000 15000

Engine hrs 546 524 358 100 100
Fuel, 100Olb 1638 1572 1074 300 300
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(b)CY 1979-1982

Cost Element Fuel Pump :2Sensor CEXC StatGen Cooler

Occurrences
'iishaps A 0 0 0 0 0

B 12.61 6.12 2.03 0 0
C 3.35 9.79 4.07 1.76 5.92

Aborts 76 49 46 23 47
Unsch Events 8290 2500 1800 3750 2700

'>'aint enanc e
T4,.C A/C hr 14630 10715 6577 4747 3803

,"11C engines
shop 36.3 5.15 1.83 4.21 10.65
depot 24.2 3.42 1.22 2.81 7.10

NM-C items
shop
depot 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000

Resource Costs
Aircraft Loss 1.37 .759 .290 .040 .107
Engines,base 60.5 8.6 3.0 7.0 17.8

depot 24.2 3.4 1.2 2.8 7.1
Items ovhl 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000
Labor
flight line 13500 7420 6070 9400 13370
shop 806 4750 100 7500 2220
depot 22500 9000 13500 9000 13500

Base Eng op hrs 573 570 337 108 114
Fuel, 1000 lb 1719 1530 1011 324 342
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